Year 4’s Home Learning Letter Wednesday 1st April 2020
If you need any help, want to show me any work or just say hello, then you can contact me by email at
year4teacher@kingsapps.co.uk. I’ll reply to you as soon as I am able to do so.

Stay safe and keep washing those hands! Mr Harrison.
Welcome to April! The one positive about being away from the classroom today is that I am
bruise-free as none of you are able to perform your first of the month pinching and punching
ritual on your poor, unsuspecting teacher. Still no rain either – that sun dance really worked
Mr Harrison’s
yesterday Year 4!!! Keep your videos and photos coming. I LOVE reading and watching them!
daily update
Just in case you missed the exciting news yesterday, Harry the Hedgehog now has his own
YouTube channel. Today, Harry has an intruder!
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCTS6P9Q-HkW-uQTQCJdrHPw?view_as=subscriber
Hopefully you were able to have a
Last week’s winner of my word
look at PE Coach Andy’s YouTube
conundrum has earnt themselves
page yesterday and try out his
10 honey pots on spelling shed for
amazing PE lessons. If not, have a
making 137 words from the letters
Early Morning PE
Spellings
look now.
in the word ‘rainforest’.
Today, have a go at lesson 2, it is a
Same rules this week, but your
lot of fun!
word is…
https://youtu.be/3pXDxoa4un8
‘mathematics’
Spend 20 minutes reading your library book. Talk to your grown-ups about the plot. What will
English Reading
happen next?
Think about the members of the ‘Misfitz Gang’.
Ben: He is the main character, had a love of animals and enjoyed adventure.
Harmony: Ben’s irritating but kind older sister. She’s always right!
Frank: Ben’s step brother. He’s a computer genius.
Kitkat: Ben’s younger sister. She is very naïve and follows Ben everywhere.
Using a ‘role on the wall’ template, I would like you to create a 5th member of the Misfitz gang.
English Writing Use expanded noun phrases and lots of rich vocabulary to describe your character. You could
annotate a character template or write a descriptive paragraph. Think about:
 What do they look like?
 What are their interests and special quality (computer genius etc)
 How do they act – what is their personality?
 How are they related to the rest of the Misfitz?
Step 1: Practice reading the time with your grown-ups.
Step 2: Answer the time problems for the pizza parlour.
Step3: Convert the answers from step 2 into digital time (24 hour clock).

Mr Harrison’s Pizza Parlour
Maths

Village Project:
PSHE

Today is your PSHE challenge. Your village needs some emergency services.
1. How many different emergency services can you think of? Discuss
2. Add a doctor’s surgery, a vet and a fire station to your village map.
3. What do we need the emergency services for? What would we do if there were no
emergency services? Discuss with your grown-ups.

